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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

High soil strength and high bulk density have been 

shown to be the most significant soil physical properties 

that reduce crop yields. Thus a fast accurate method of 

determining whether a problem exists in a particular soil 

type is needed for tillage research and research involving 

yield trials. A cone penetrometer measures soil strength 

and its use has been shown to exhibit relatively fast and 

reproducible tests in the field. Cone index is an index 

of soil strength which is defined as the force, per unit 

base area of a 30° circular cone, required to force the 

cone through a small increment of soil and is expressed in 

kilopascals (kPa). 

A study conducted by Carter et al., (1968) showed 

that cotton yield was significantly reduced by increasing 

soil strength and bulk density. Yield decreased linearly 

with increases in bulk density. A 50 percent reduction in 

yield was found from an increase in bulk density from 1.48 

to 1.58 grams per cubic centimeter, corresponding to a 

change in soil strength at field capacity moisture content 

from 923 kPa to 2240 kPa. The state of the soil can be 

1 
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measured most quickly by using a cone penetrometer. How

ever, soil strength is affected by a number of parameters 

including soil moisture and bulk density .. Thus one single 

penetration may not be completely descriptive of soil 

strength and state. 

Taylor and Gardner (1963) found cotton root growth 

was severely limited when the porosity or air content 

dropped to 10 percent and cone penetration resistance 

increased to 2140 kPa. A root tip can develop pressures 

exceeding 1000 kPa by the root growth mechanism, but 

nutrient supply, oxygen content, and water limit growth in 

highly compacted soils. 

There are many limitations to be recognized with the 

use of a cone penetrometer to indicate soil bulk density. 

Soil bodies can develop ahead of the cone which changes 

the geometry and therefore resistance to penetration. The 

shaft of the penetrometer can interact with the soil for 

very high and low moisture contents, thus increasing the 

resistance to penetration. Until more is known, penetrom

eters are useful for comparative measurements on the same 

soil at the same moisture content with the same rate of 

penetration. The best time for measurement is at field 

capacity moisture content. 

In the past many recording penetrometers used X-Y 

plotters. Plotter use was slow and calibration was a 

problem. Processing data from X-Y plots was a very time

consuming task. To greatly reduce this processing time, a 
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microcomputer was used to record penetrometer lateral 

position, depth, and cone index on a 20 character printer 

and on magnetic tape. The soil strength profile was then 

plotted using the Statistical Analysis System CSAS)l_ 

procedure GCONTOUR. 

1 sAS Institute Inc. Box 8000, Cary, North 
Carolina. 



CHAPTER II 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Develop a system of measuring, recording, and 

plotting soil strength, as measured by a cone penetro

meter, in the form of a contour map of soil strength. 

2. Verify the system on a specific soil to examine a 

soil strength profile, and statistically plot the strength 

versus depth. 

4 



CHAPTER III 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The cone penetrometer appears to be the most widely 

used instrument for determining soil strength in situ, 

despite the theoretical shortcomings of cone resistance 

measurements. Anderson (1980) believes cone penetrometers 

will continue to be widely used for many years. Increased 

emphasis has been recently received for the importance of 

soil mechanical properties in tillage research (Reece, 

1977; Pidgeon, 1978). 

The disadvantages of cone resistance measurements 

have been widely acknowledged (Mulqueen, 1977) and the 

empirical nature of the data obtained is one of the major 

drawbacks. However, useful empirical correlations have 

often been obtained between cone resistance and crop root 

growth (Taylor and Ratliff, 1969; Taylor, 1971; Gooderham, 

1973; Houben, 1974; Bowen, 1976), vehicle performance and 

mobility (Wismer and Luth, 1973; Turnage, 1972; Wells and 

Treesuwan, 1977) and the compactive or loosening effects 

of wheels or tillage implements (Dumas et al., 1975; Soane 

et al., 1976; Voorhees et al., 1978; Cassel et al., 1978). 

5 
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There are many different types of penetrometers rang

ing from simple, inexpensive hand-held devices (Soane et 

al., 1971; Howson, 1977) through electronic hand-held pene

trometers (Prather et al., 1970) to complex vehicle

mounted systems (Brown and Anderson, 1975; Smith and 

Dumas, 1978). All these types have disadvantages in field 

use. Vehicle-mounted types are usually expensive, heavy 

and limited to taking measurements in bare soil or in 

small growing crops. When using hand-held devices, one 

may have problems controlling penetration rate, accuracy 

of measuring force and depth, recording of raw data and 

access to recorded data. Anderson et al., (1980) reported 

few hand-held penetrometers were commercially available 

and there was a lack of comparative studies of different 

penetrometers. They developed a new hand-held recording 

penetrometer and compared it to three existing types; a 

Farnell hand-held penetrometer (Soane et al., 1971), an 

electrically-driven constant-velocity recording penetrome

ter (Brown and Anderson, 1975) and a cassette recording 

hand-held variable velocity penetrometer described by 

Spencer et al., (1977). The Farnell penetrometer was pro

bably the most widely used field penetrometer in Britain 

in 1980, but is described as non-recording since it 

requires the operator to read dials during penetration. 

The Anderson et al., (1980) penetrometer was composed 

of a force sensing load transducer and a double window 

optical system for depth measurement. The force sensing 
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transducer was essentially a flexure parallelogram with a 

strain-gauged center beam which had the advantages of 

being sturdy and insensitive to side loads while having 

good resolution for vertical loads, a high spring rate, 

and a rapid response time. The transducer was a four-arm 

active element temperature-compensated strain-gauge bridge 

and the analog signal was amplified and digitized by the 

combination of a voltage-to-frequency converter and a 

gated counter. The gate timing was 100 milli-seconds so 

the readings were effectively averaged over a small range 

of depth. After counting, the number representing cone 

resistance (resolution 1% of full scale) was stored in an 

exclusive location prior to processing. 

The maximum force had to be within the limits of the 

operator to avoid the influence of the operator physical 

strength and was taken as 500 Newtons. If the limit were 

exceeded, an audible alarm warned the operator to stop the 

stroke. 

Defining a datum level for depth measurements was a 

problem, particularly on rough soil surfaces, so a 15 cm 

diameter base plate rested on the soil surface. Depth was 

measured to an accuracy of +l nun using a double window 

optical system. An infrared source and detector unit was 

mounted on the penetrometer top which passed by accurately 

placed holes in an angle section metal rod that was 

attached to the base plate. The metal rod could be 
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inter-changed for different hole spacings for specific 

operator requirements. The double window arrangement 

allowed the instrument to distinguish between upward and 

downward movement, to avoid spurious readings when the 

cone was withdrawn before reaching full depth. 

The penetrometer could be operated in a single stroke 

mode, without the programmable calculator, and the opera

tor would record each force and depth by a push button 

after each stroke. With the programmable calculator, data 

from each stroke could be accumulated. The calculator 

could then display or print for each depth the mean cone 

resistance, standard deviation, and the number of strokes 

recorded at that depth. In stony or hard soils, the num

ber of strokes recorded at each depth would vary and thus 

the cone resistance at each depth may have had non-normal 

probability distributions. 

Small rechargeable batteries powered the CMOS solid

state electronic components and the low power liquid

crystal display was readable under all ambient lighting 

conditions. 

A 12.83 mm diameter cone was used and calibration was 

achieved by placing weights, one at a time, and recording 

the load readings. Slight adjustment for zero was 

required in the field and sensitivity was sufficiently 

stable in the field to not require recalibration. 
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To compare the four penetrometers, two trials were 

carried out in a 25m x 2m x 0.5m soil tank using two dif

ferent soil compaction profiles of homogenized loam 

topsoil. One hundred strokes were made with each penetrom

eter and each penetration of the four instruments was 

essentially at the same time. Eight strokes (two for each 

penetrometer) were made in a straight line across the soil 

tank starting 25 cm from the edge to eliminate edge ef

fects. This arrangement was then replicated 50 times with 

intervals of 40 cm between lines of strokes. The posi

tions of the penetrometers in the lines were randomized to 

minimize errors due to uneven packing and care was taken 

to avoid footprints on the soil. The means and standard 

deviations of the 100 readings of each penetrometer were 

calculated at depth intervals of 3 cm for the recording 

penetrometers and 6. cm for the non-recording penetrometer. 

The results showed the standard error of the means to 

be small, with individual values in the range 60 to 100 

kPa, and the recording penetrometers were superior in 

detecting abrupt changes in cone resistance. The analysis 

of variance showed large F ratios for between sites and 

between depths, as expected, but also there was signifi

cant variation between penetrometers. The recording pene

trometers all produced similar soil profiles, with a few 

unexplained discrepancies, but the non-recording penetrome

ter method smoothed out the abrupt changes in cone resist

ance. Also measurements on direct drill, deep-plow, and 
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shallow plowed soil indicated variations in cone resist

ance existed only in the plow zone, which was 25 cm deep, 

when using the recording penetrometers. The variations in 

this 25 cm zone was not picked up by the non-recording 

penetrometer which stressed the need for accurate penetrom

eters for meaningful cone resistance profiles. 

When the penetrometers were used in high stone con

tent soil, major problems of interpretation resulted. 

Some profiles departed quite markedly from the general 

trend. Stones produce a single-sided distribution error 

since stones always increase the readings. Stone distribu

tion could be related to tillage treatment so there may be 

little gain in conducting more replications in stony soils 

to reduce the variations between tillage treatments. 

Stone friction on the side of the rod, after a stone was 

pushed aside, would effect further readings. This effect 

could be eliminated by placing the force transducer at the 

base of the cone. 

Ayers (1980) investigated the effects of moisture and 

dry density on cone index for soil mixtures of Zircon sand 

and Fire clay in proportions 100% clay, 75% clay-25% sand, 

50% clay-50% sand, 25% clay-75% sand, and 100% sand. 

Results showed the moisture content for maximum cone index 

to be lower than the moisture content for maximum dry 

density. For the 50% clay-50% sand mixture a maximum cone 

index of 3300 kPa occurred at 5% moisture (dry basis) for 
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a compactive effort of 12 blows of a 4.3 kg drop hammer 

from a height of 30.5 cm. The maximum dry density occur

red at 10% moisture when the cone index was only 1200 kPa. 

For a given compactive effort, Ayers (1980) found an 

increase in the percentage of clay increases the moisture 

content at which the maximum cone index occurred. Also 

for a given soil type, an increase in compactive effort 

produced an increase in the maximum cone index. With 

increasing moisture content, a logarithmic decline in cone 

index was observed. For all soil types, except for 100% 

sand, cone index increased with increasing dry density. 

At low moisture contents (2.6 - 6.7%) the cone index 

seemed to increase exponentially with dry density giving a 

large increase in cone index for a small increase in dry 

density. At higher moisture contents, the relationship 

was more nearly linear and at high moisture contents 

(11.8%) the rate of increase of cone index with dry den

sity decreased considerably. Thus at higher moisture 

contents, cone index was less dependent on dry density. 

Ayers (1980) developed the following prediction 

equation model to represent the cone index - density -

moisture content relationship. 

CI = (Cl x ooC4 )/[C2 + (MC - C3) 2 J 

where: 

CI = cone index, kPa 

DD = dry density, gm/cc 
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MC = moisture content, % dry weight 

Cl, C2, C3, C4 = constants to be estimated depending 

on soil type. The values Ayers found are shown 

in Table I. 

Soil Type 

100% clay 

75% clay-25% 

50% clay-50% 

25% clay-75% 

100% sand 

TABLE I 

CONE INDEX MODEL CONSTANTS 
FOR EACH SOIL TYPE 

Cl C2 C3 

4540.9 31.94 9.21 

sand 928.1 20.22 7.41 

sand 82.39 9.47 4.77 

sand 1.10 2.19 3. 29 

1.58 17.72 5.54 

C4 R-Square 

6.37 0.985 

6.60 0.983 

7.50 0.978 

9.34 0.982 

8.92 0.940 

These equations predict cone index for an average of 

the top 15 cm with dry density in the range 1.88-2.35 

gm/cc and moisture content in the range 2.6-11.8% (dry 

basis). For natural soils, new constants would have to be 

estimated. 
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Threadgill (1981) studied the effects of controlled 

traffic on soil strength measured by a cone penetrometer 

of base area 1.3 sq. cm, cone angle 30 degrees, and oper

ated according to the ASAE Standard 8313.l CASAE, 1980). 

Three tillage practices were used over a period of four 

years (1977-1980) - moldboard plow, in-row subsoil and 

plant, and slot plant . 

. A. tractor mounted, hydraulically operated, recording 

soil cone penetrometer was used to collect data from the 

center bed of each plot. All penetrometer data were col

lected when soil moisture was as near as possible to field 

capacity. Profiles of cone index versus depth were ob

tained to a depth of about 51 cm below the nominal soil 

surface elevation at 15 cm lateral intervals across the 

182 cm wide bed. A single curve was obtained by averaging 

four replications which was then digitized at two centi

meter depth increments. Contour lines of cone index were 

drawn on the profile using a shading format of the Statis

tical Analysis System (SAS) (neglecting spurious readings 

caused by rocks) and then the contour lines were again 

digitized for plotting (Threadgill, Personal Communica

tion, 1981). 

Threadgill (1981) concluded that the residual effec

tiveness of an initial tillage practice such as in-row 

subsoiling in a controlled-traffic production system with 
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conventional wheel spacings was evident after moldboard 

plowing the second year but was eliminated by moldboard 

plowing a third year with a resulting reestablishment of a 

compacted layer. The generally accepted criteria of a 

compacted layer is 2000 kPa cone index or greater which 

frequently reduces crop yields and values above 1500 kPa 

frequently reduce root growth (Carter and Tavernetti, 

1968; Chancellor, 1977; Taylor and Gardner, 1963; and 

Smittle and Threadgill, 1977). In contrast, when only a 

slot plant was used, in-row subsoiling effects were elimi

nated after the second year and a very severe compacted 

layer had reestablished by the third year. Compacted 

layers under the moldboard plowed conditions could have 

been due to implement traffic or natural cementation, but 

compact layers under the slot planter appeared to be only 

attributable to a natural cementation process. This 

indicated the usefulness of the controlled traffic concept 

may be limited since benefits of in-row subsoiling may 

extend for one year under certain tillage systems but may 

be entirely lost by the second year under other systems. 

Some soils recompact in one year under very limited traf

fic conditions. Treadgill (1981} proposed that a tillage 

rotation such as in-row subsoiling in alternate years 

would be desirable for certain soils, even when controlled

traffic systems are used, in order to allow the reduced 

energy benefits of "no-till" planters to be iealized. 



CHAPTER IV 

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 

A microcomputer based system was chosen for versati

lity in programming, low cost, high speed of data manipula

tion and ease of interfacing with data inputs. The system 

was based on a ROCKWELL AIM 65 microcomputer which uses a 

6502 processor. The AIM 65 was selected for its keyboard, 

20 character heat sensitive line printer, input/output 

tape control, and AIM 65 BASIC (BASIC: Beginner's All

Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code originally developed at 

Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH) language option. With 

this microcomputer, collected data could be manipulated, 

saved on magnetic tape, and routed to the line printer for 

immediate observation. The tape recorder was a General 

Electric audio cassette player Model No. 3-5145B. The 

overall instrumentation system is illustrated in Figure 1 

which shows the three input variables - penetrometer 

force, depth and lateral position~ and in addition, it 

shows signal conditioning circuitry and data acquisition 

system. The signal condition circuitry is shown in Figure 

2 with the power supplies shown in Figure 3. 

15 
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Penetrometer Lateral Position 
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The penetrometer was forced into the soil using a 

hydraulic cylinder powered by the tractor hydraulic remote 

lines and controlled by a flow control valve, pressure 

reducing valve, and a three position, center detent, 

direction control valve. The hydraulic cylinder and 

direction control valve were mounted on a carriage that 

could be moved along the main frame and locked in position 

by two friction holding devices. A 10-turn lOK ohm rotary 

potentiometer was attached to the carriage so that the pul

ley on the potentiometer shaft was horizontal and close to 

the main stationary frame. A cord, held in tension by a 

spring, was attached to the main frame at one end passed 

around the pulley once and onto the other end of the main 

frame (Figure 4). In this way, as the carriage was moved 

across the profile, the potentiometer turned giving an 

output voltage proportional to the lateral distance along 

the main frame. The potentiometer input voltage was 

regulated to l.Ov by a feedback amplifier with a l.OV 

reference voltage input (Figure 2). 

The potentiometer output voltage was then converted 

to a 0 to 5 volt square wave signal of frequency control

led by an AD 537 JH voltage-to-frequency converter which 

had a temperature stable 1500 picofarad polystyrene timing 

capacitor. The output frequency was then proportional to 



Figure 4. Penetrometer Lateral Position 
Transducer 

Figure 5. Penetrometer Depth Transducer 
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the input voltage. This square wave signal was connected 

to the microcomputer input port PA6 which counted the 

pulses in a fixed time to give a number proportional to 

carriage lateral position. 

Penetrometer Depth Transducer 

A 61 cm stroke hydraulic cylinder forced the penetro

meter into the soil. On the end of cylinder rod was a 

pointer to which a cord was attached. The cord travelled 

up beside the cylinder body and 1.5 times around a pulley 

on a 10-turn lOK ohm potentiometer at the top and down to 

a counter balance weight inside a guide pipe (Figure 5). 

The voltage applied to the potentiometer was regulated to 

one volt. The output voltage was proportional to the 

movement of the cylinder rod. This voltage was similarly 

converted to a 0 to 5 volt square wave signal by another 

AD 537 JH voltage-to-frequency converter and connected to 

the microcomputer input port PA7 (Figure 2). All wires 

carrying frequency signals were made as short as possible 

and a 20 Hz low pass filter was placed close on the input 

to the frequency converter to reduce signal noise from the 

atmosphere. Shielding was used on signal lines to the 

tape recorder. 

The soil surface depth from the top was recorded by 

stopping at the soil surface to press the "soil surface 

light" button on the signal conditioning box (Figures 6 

and 7). The soil surface was considered the point when 



Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 

Uncovered AIM 65 Microcomputer 
with Tape Recorder and Signal 
Conditioning Box 

AIM 65 Microcomputer with Tape 
Recorder and Signal 
Conditioning Box 

22 
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the cone base was flush with the soil surface. This but

ton placed a pulse on the microcomputer port PA4 (Figure 

8) which recorded the depth. A resistor was placed in 

parallel with the light bulb to keep PA4 grounded while 

not in use in case the bulb in the socket did not contact 

properly. 

Penetrometer Force Transducer 

The force on the penetrometer (Figure 9) was measured 

using a four arm temperature compensated strain gauge 

bridge load cell (BLH ELECTRONICS, INC. TYPE U3Gl) (Figure 

10 and Appendix D). The maximum load was 2224 Newtons 

with a 50% peak safe overload of 3337 Newtons. The 

hydraulic cylinder oil pressure was regulated to 716 kPa 

<read on a calibrated pressure gauge) so as to not allow 

the force to be greater than 2224 Newtons on the penetrom

eter. If this force were not enough, as with hard, dry, 

soil a smaller penetrometer could be used. 

The voltage to the load cell was regulated to lOV by 

an LM317 voltage regulator. Amplifying the load cell out

put differential voltage posed a slight problem since an 

instrumentation amplifier requires a negative as well as a 

positive power supply. Also without a negative power sup

ply an operational amplifier will not be accurate at less 

than 0.3 V output. A gain of 10 was chosen to keep the 
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Figure 9. 

Figure 10. 
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input impedance high so as not to affect the strain gauge 

bridge. The output voltage then ranged from 0.0-0.5V 

which is in the non-linear range of the operational ampli

fier. To overcome this, a differential amplifier was used 

and a one volt input added at a gain of one so the output 

range was 1.0-1.5 volts (Figure 2). This gave a linear 

output response since the parallel resistance of Rl and R2 

was the same as the parallel resistance of R3 and R4. 

To compensate for this additional one volt input, the 

negative input to the voltage-to-frequency converter was 

raised to one volt by a direct feedback operational ampli

fier thus giving a differential voltage range of 0-0.5V at 

the frequency converter. The compensating operational 

amplifier was loaded heavily to allow enough current to 

pass for the V to F converter as the output frequency 

depends on the current flowing between the positive and 

negative inputs which has a maximum of lmA. 

A 20 Hz low pass filter was added close to the V to F 

converter to reduce noise in the positive input line. 

The Microcomputer 

The Rockwell R6500 Advanced Interactive Microcomputer 

AIM 65 is a complete general purpose microcomputer having 

advanced hardware and software which can serve as a low 

cost central processor or controller/monitor. The AIM 65 

has two modules -- the master module and the keyboard 
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module -- connected by a plug-in ribbon cable. The master 

module has a 120 line per minute, 20 column dot matrix 

thermal printer, a 20 character 16-segment alphanumeric 

LED display, and microcomputer components. 

The Central Processing Unit CCPU) is the R6502 8-bit 

microprocessor which operates at lMHz giving a minimum 

instruction execution time of two microseconds. The R6502 

can address 4K bytes of Random Access Memory CRAM) and 20K 

bytes of Read Only Memory CROM) on the Master module plus 

an additional 40K bytes of user provided external RAM, ROM 

or I/O. Other R6500 devices on the AIM 65 include the 

R6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA), the R6532 RAM

Input/Output Timer (RIOT), the R2332 ROM, and the R2114 

Read/Write RAM. 

The keyboard has 70 functions C26 alphabetic, 10 

numeric, 22 special, 9 control and 3 user-defined used by 

the AIM 65. 

A ROM-resident 8K monitor controls AIM 65 operations 

which simplifies use of the CPU, memory, and I/O devices. 

The monitor translates functional commands into machine 

code with makes development faster. The AIM 65 Monitor 

includes commands to: 

a. Enter R6502 instructions in mnemonic form for 

direct translation to object code. 

b. Disassemble R6502 instructions from object code 

to mnemonic form 
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c. Execute user written programs with debugging aids 

such as instruction trace, register trace, and break

points. 

d. Display and alter memory and registers. 

e. Transfer object code to and from one or two audio 

cassette recorders or a teletype. 

f. Allow user defined functions to interface with 

user provided peripherals. 

An Editor allows entry, editing, and listing of R6502 

source instructions, data, and general text. The Editor 

has commands to: 

a. Transfer text, enter programs or data into mem

ory, or transfer source code to and from one of two audio 

cassette recorders or a teletypewriter. 

b. Locate and change character strings. 

c. Move the text line pointer. 

d. List selectable lines on output devices. 

The Master Module has three ROM sockets for optional 

AIM programs. A R6502 Assembler, resident in a 4K R2332 

ROM was installed for converting R6502 source instructions 

into object code using symbolic labels and operands. This 

two-pass assembler checks for errors in mnemonics but is 

slow when source code is read from a cassette recorder. 

The remaining ROM sockets were used for the optional AIM 

65 SK BASIC Interpreter. The AIM 65 can be interfaced to 

external equipment through the application connector and 
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the user dedicated R6522 VIA which has 16 bi-directional 

input/output lines, four control lines, and two timers. 

Using remote control lines the user can input source code 

from one cassette recorder and output object code to 

another cassette recorder when using the AIM 65 assembler. 

Programming the Microcomputer 

The main program was written in AIM 65 BASIC language 

with machine language subroutines. The machine language 

subroutines were written in source code and assembled, 

using the AIM 65 Assembler, to machine language. In this 

way the subroutines could be relocated in memory easily. 

The BASIC program and machine language subroutines were 

"burned" into an Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 

(EPROM} 4K 2532 chip using a DRAM PLus2 Board. This 

chip was thus placed in the AIM 65 Assembler socket Cat 

hex DOOO), since it was then spare, and could be addressed 

by keyboard key "5" which causes a jump to DOOO. The 

BASIC variables had to be located in RAM however so a 

program was used (called BASIC DRIVER) at DOOO to tell 

BASIC where the variables were located. The complete 

memory map is shown in Figure 11. 

2sold by The Computerist, 34 Chelmsford St., 
Chelmsford, MA. 
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Figure 11. AIM 65 Complete Memory Map 
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CHAPTER V 

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 

Lateral Position Calibration 

To avoid having to calibrate the lateral position of 

the penetrometer carriage in the field, it was calibrated 

in the laboratory. It was found to not vary by more than 

five percent of the full scale in the field. 

With the carriage to the far left on the main frame, 

a program CDeJong, 1980) was run to count pulses on the 

frequency wave output from the signal conditioning circuit

ry in the same time the normal program counted pulses Cone 

second) and continuously output the count to the LED dis

play. The carriage was then moved to the extreme right a 

distance of 3300 mm. The frequency of the output signal 

was adjusted (by a variable resistor) so that the differ

ence in counts from one end of the main frame to the other 

was 6600 counts which gave one pulse for each 0.5 mm. The 

BASIC program then subtracted the initial left hand count 

(611> from each position along the main frame and divided 

the result by two to give the position in millimeters 

starting at zero from the left. 

31 
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Depth Calibration 

The depth was also calibrated in the laboratory in a 

similar manner to the lateral position except pulses were 

counted for one-tenth of a second. With the hydraulic 

cylinder fully raised the number of pulses was recorded 

and then with the cylinder fully lowered. The difference 

was adjusted to give 600 pulses which corresponded to a 

depth of 600 mm. There was little electrical drift during 

several months of operation so the depth did not require 

recalibrating. 

Load Cell Calibration 

The load cell on the hydraulic cylinder was posi

tioned over a 320 kg balance scale. A hydraulic lift jack 

was then placed on the scale to force up on the load cell. 

The main frame did not lift and oil could not escape the 

hydraulic cylinder. The 4.08 kg jack weight was subtrac

ted from the scale readings. At 2224 Newtons force (maxi

mum continuous for load cell) the output frequency was set 

to 10,000 Hertz. The results of the calibration is shown 

in Table II. 

The BASIC program thus converted the one tenth second 

pulse count to kPa by dividing by the area of the cone 

base. The conversion constant is shown below: 
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TABLE II 

LOAD CELL CALIBRATION 

Load (kg) Force (N) Output (mV) Pulses (1/10) sec. 

0 0 1.16 32 

41.3 405 6.57 168 

86.6 850 12.52 370 

132.0 1295 18.46 570 

177.3 1740 24.43 774 

222.7 2184 30.39 980 

268.0 2629 36.22 1180 

313. 4 3074 41.91 1376 

R-square = 0.99957 
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Cone area = nD 2/4 

= 0.7854 o2 cmm2 > 

where: D = diameter of cone base (mm) 

The initial force was subtracted from subsequent 

measurements to give zero pressure before the penetrometer 

entered the soil. 

The load cell calibration was checked in the field by 

forcing the penetrometer onto a rigid board which stopped 

the penetrometer, allowing the oil pressure relief valve 

to hold the pressure constant, and the depth potentiometer 

was turned by hand to simulate the penetrometer entering 

the soil. With the oil pressure relief set at 716 kPa the 

force on the cylinder was 2224 Newtons. With a cone 

diameter of 20.16 mm this gave a cone index of 6970 kPa. 

The oil pressure gauge was calibrated with a dead weight 

tester (type - Hanson Chemical Equipment Co., Beloit, 

Wisconsin, USA) with the results shown in Table III. 

The load cell calibration was found to not vary more 

than four percent of full scale when used in the field 

(Figure 12). Penetration speed was set at the ASAE 

standard of 1829 mm per minute using an oil flow control 

valve (Figure 13). 
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TABLE III 

PRESSURE GAUGE CALIBRATION 

Dead Weight 
Tester (kPa) Gauge Reading (kPa) 

0 0 

345 358 

689 689 

1030 1020 

1380 1360 

1720 1700 

2070 2050 

2410 2390 

2760 2740 

2410 2400 

2070 2050 

1720 1710 

1380 1360 

1030 1030 

689 689 

345 351 

0 0 



Figure 12. Penetrorneter Operation in Field 

Figure 13. Oil Flow Control and Pressu·re 
Reducing Valve 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROGRAM SOFTWARE 

The AIM 65 BASIC and disassembled machine language 

subroutines are listed in Appendix A and are stored in an 

erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM) chip lo

cated at hexadecimal DOOO. The BASIC program was entered 

by the 5 key on the AIM 65 keyboard which executed a jump 

to DOOO. The location and date was then entered on the 

keyboard followed by a "return." The penetrometer cone 

diameter was required in millimeters and if changed during 

a test, the BASIC program had to be restarted. At the end 

of each penetration a question was asked for another test. 

If the answer was no, the program stored a block of zeros 

on the magnetic tape to identify the end of the profile. 

The hydraulic cylinder fully raised position was chosen as 

a reference depth, so the cylinder had to be raised fully 

before each penetration. 

The penetrometer depth and force were recorded by 

starting both R6522 timers simultaneously. Timer Tl 

counted the pulses from the depth signal and timer T2 was 

loaded with hexadecimal FFFF and decremented by one for 

each pulse from the force signal. At the end of one-tenth 

37 
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of a second time period an interrupt occurred and timer Tl 

was read and timer T2 was read, and exclusive-ored CEOR) 

with FFFF, giving the number of pulses in the time period. 

The interrupt program decided whether to record the depth 

and force or return and restart the timers (Figure 14). 

The initial depth was saved in a temporary location 

for a reference which was increased by an increment corre

sponding to a depth increase of 20 mm each time a sample 

was taken. A sample was taken only when successive depth 

readings exceeded the comparing depth thus giving depth 

and force readings each 20 mm of depth. 

The soil surface was recorded by stopping at the sur

face to press the "soil surface" button which put a momen

tary high pulse on port PA4. This port was being read in 

each time period but only stored in memory when PA4 was 

high. If a mistake were made of not pressing the button 

before reaching the full depth, the penetrometer could be 

raised to the surface and the button pressed again to 

record the depth. A check was made of the last depth 

memory location which if not zero at a depth of 600 mm 

the f(\aChine language subroutine returned to the BASIC 

program. 

When the BASIC program read the data memory, it auto

matically converted hexadecimal numbers to decimal. How

ever since memory data was stored in high byte-low byte 

manner the high byte had to be multiplied by 256 and added 

to the low byte to give the correct decimal number. Depth 
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Figure 14. Data Recording Subroutine Flowchart 
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and cone index were then printed on the AIM 65 thermal 

printer and the hexadecimal data array was stored on mag

netic tape by remote control of the tape recorder. If 

another penetration were required with the same cone pene

trometer size, the BASIC program allowed this decision. 

If no more data were required, the program stored an array 

of zeros on the magnetic tape to indicate the end of a 

profile. 

A flowchart of the data recording and processing 

system is shown in Figure 15. The hexadecimal data on 

magnetic tape was converted to decimal and transferred to 

a magnetic tape file on a Tektronix 4052 computer by the 

program in Appendix B using an RS-232 connector cable 

interfaced to the Tektronix. The data arrays were then 

input to a Statistical Analysis System (SAS) data set via 

a 1200 baud telephone modem. A SAS data set was first 

initialized for input of data then control was passed to 

the Tektronix by the "Return to Basic" key. A Tektronix 

BASIC (called Graphic System BASIC which has two levels: 

basic BASIC which is the vocabulary used in all applica

tions: and extended BASIC for the graphic system capabi

lities) program (Appendix C) was then run which output the 

data arrays via the modem to the SAS data set. 

A SAS program using procedure GCONTOUR was used to 

plot a profile of soil strength contour lines. The values 

of the contour lines may be manually written on the plot 

as this procedure provides a legend. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The penetrometer was tested in a Tabler silt loam at 

Blackwell, Oklahoma. The results of two profiles are 

shown as examples of the output (Figures 16 & 17). Differ

ent colored pens could be used if desired for contour 

lines. The average cone index was also plotted with 95 

percent confidence limits (Figure 18). A slight hard pan 

was shown at a depth of 240 mm. The confidence limits 

were wider close to the soil surface which could be 

expected due to previous tire tracks or uneven tillage. 

An example of the AIM 65 printer output, taken in a 

sand in the laboratory, is shown in Figure 19 which shows 

the date and location of a three hole profile. At 

Chickasha, Oklahoma a different tractor was used, and a 

problem arose of the computer memory being randomly 

altered. This could have been caused by noise from the 

tractor alternator or from the frame of the penetrometer. 

When a filter was placed on the power supply and a ground 

rod was used on the penetrometer carriage frame the pro

blem was solved. Whether the ground rod was necessary was 

unclear since occasionally the ground rod was not used and 
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everything functioned normally. The cord turning the 

depth potentiometer gave some slippage which had to be 

checked so as not to exceed the limit of potentiometer 

before the penetrometer was fully in the soil. A link 

chain and sprocket drive, instead of a cord drive, on the 

depth potentiometer would have solved this problem. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A Rockwell AIM 65 microcomputer was used to record 

and display lateral position, depth, and cone index of a 

tractor mounted hydraulically operated cone penetrometer. 

Analog data inputs were converted to a square wave signal 

of frequency proportional to the input and interfaced to 

the microcomputer which counted the square wave pulses in 

a time period. The microcomputer was programmed in BASIC 

with machine language subroutines to count pulses. The 

program was "burned" into an erasable programmable read 

only memory (EPROM) chip so the program could be accessed 

simply by turning on the microcomputer and pressing key N. 

The depth and cone index was stored on magnetic tape as 

well as printed on the 20 character AIM 65 thermal prin

ter. Data on magnetic tape was transferred to a Statis

tical Analysis System (SAS) data set via a Tektronix 4052 

computer. A SAS contour plot of soil strength was used to 

display the soil strength profile. 

The system was tested in the field and after solving 

power supply and grounding problems the system was found 

to work well. 
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For further research in soil strength, as measured by 

cone index, the penetrorneter system may benefit from a 

device to quickly measure the two other main parameters, 

soil moisture and bulk density, to more completely de

scribe the soil physical conditions. Placing strain 

gauges at the base of the cone would avoid shaft dragging 

forces. It may be possible to develop a soil moisture and 

bulk density instrument incorporated in the penetrometer. 

shaft or perhaps used in the hole left by the penetro

meter. 
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~ C1F1 =:~''.:· !="!!..._~ c:-:-1 ·:·!~'""'.'"'L·I !T E•\_.' ~-'' (M,-l·-

~ (1!_1TP!_I"'!'" :~CC. T - ~~,~ :;:i_r~i::-~r::;: 

:T~PE 0L!TPL1T ~ ~=~~ 



::1coo 
(1::·1:11 

D·~·o:::· 

DC05 
r.ico·:: 
[11::~)~ 

C•C!O 

0:3 
P:2 F~, 

A''"' 00 
·;'D 00 L'E 
i::o oo 
F•:• 011 
CA 
.t!·C O:O: DC 

l.'l'? 00 
r:•c::· :::D FO OF 
DC15 ·SD Fl OF 
r•c 1 ::• :3[1 F·=· OF 
DC19 :3D F9 OF 

DC1E 
L'C21 
rrc2~: 

DC2·': 
!)C28 
DC2B 

[•C2E 

DC:::~ 1 
DC:::2 
DCJ4 
!)C:07 
~"::39 

r1 ·::~:c 

DC'?::: 
D1:·41 
D1:-43 
DC4.~ 

!:n:.i:; 
r··:· n c-. 
°!:'c ... ~n 
[•CL'-F 

!JC~~ 

r:1-:·::. ! 
r::~c ·.:. ::· 

!)C ~ ·~1 

r11:· .. ;.~ 
r:i·:: ;[I 

8D F6 OF 
A9 14 
8D F7 OF 
Aei 3<J 
8D 09 A4 
4C 31 DC 

l!C 07 DD 

7:3 
A9 SE: 
•3D 04 A4 
A~' DC 
:::D 1)5 A4 

A·;-1 60 
SD OB AO 
A9 CO 
8D OE AO 
A2 00 

A'? •)2 
"::!1 F~ O!=' 

'~"'' 71 
:~:!) ('(:, ¢'.'~t) 

A.;;, FF 
:?·r:• o·;: P:O 

:::D FD OF 
::''.:I Fi::'. r)F 

::: 1: 01 :~O 

10 FB 
·::,-: ,:·· ~ .~o 

B"::GIN PHP 
LDX '*$FF 

UP LDA ~$00 
:3TA DH!GH, X 
CPX j.1$1)!) 

BEC! !MITAL 
!:IEX 
._IMC• UP 

!MITAL LDA #$00 
~;Tl' ·::URLC< 
:3TA •3URHI 
STA DCOMPH 
'3TA DCOM~L 

:3TP DINCHI 
LDA #$14 
ST p, D ! NCU:• 
LDA #$30 
:::TA T!':PGAP 
._IMP :3TART 

: :3A'''.:: P RE 13 I :: TER 

: Ii'l!T!ALIZ":: c:·r:;1::;::: 
: (1EOO T1:1 Z:::PC' 

: ... ll_IM~· TO ! "·~ ! T {\:L 

: 1 • .JHS:l\J FIN I·: f~E!:1 

: !NIT!AL.IZ~ 
: !30!L s·uRFl',•:-E 
:MEMORIES 

: 'lECTOR'3 

: DEPTH !NCRE!"'ENT 
: HIGH AND LOl.J 
: Il''CREMENT !."Y ::o 
: :::ET TAPE GAP TO 
: HEX '.:!0 

61 

FOF:C":: AND DEPTH •3U8ROUTI NE: 

OUT ._IMP PULL 

:::TART '3EI 
LDA tt(! RC! 
!:;TA INTERL 
LD?': #:"!RC< 
STA INTERH 

LDP: ~\H.O 

'3TA ACR 
LDA #$CO 

'srA IER 
LDX oll'l<OO 

RETUF:N LDA #$02 
::;-r-c:, COUNT 
LDA t~'!;71 

·:-:re· T1LL 
'-!:'A :;i<;;r-i::
·::TP: 'T'2L~. 
1_'[11~ ~~(::~: 

\.JAIT 

LDA ':!=1;"""° 
:::TA TJLH 
LDA ti'$OC• 
::•TA [•EPTHH 
•?T:~ DE:i="T'..JL 

CL! 
B ! T F'•)RT:'; 
81='!... !.JA!T 
9 ! T i:.~:1RT;·~ 

:DISABLE INTERRUPTS 
:LOW BYTE OF !NTERRUPT 
:'./~CTOR 

: HI 13H BYT::'. C•C' ! !'1Ti:;:op1_1o; 
:'./ECTOR 

:ACR TO t:"REE RUNNING ~ODE 

:INITIALIZE X REGISTER 

:ONE TENTH SECOND 
:INTERVAL COUNTER 
:SET TIMER "T! ~0~ 

: 50, (H)r:1 CYr:·'._[·~ 

:I~!IT!ALIZE T!~~R ~~ ~~~:-·J·-~=:0 

~ ·::;c·:RT T!~~c 1 : 

: T,: D~CPE!""•~~,!T·~. :=~·1:irvt 

~ '~:,..P.F:T T ! M~~'. ::: 

: C'~EA~'. !!''T~C:·F·i.!F'T 

~ !~=; BIT 7 ~!C~µ·-:· 

: f\.11:'. C•r) ""!'"Ci t.,r p, J T 
: yr::·:::. 1.~A ! T ~-=-1:1c;'. ! 7 TC1 i:~~:1 1_ ·:1!~1 



1='~::7:? :~r:~ i=p P"'! LO~!=" 

DC7<t 1'3 •:u:: 
r•C7S A!) rs (.I~ LDA N:i:·THL 
DC78 .:;,-;t 01 ADC #$01 
DC7A 8D F~ OF STA DEPTHL 
!:1C7D AD FD OF LDA D!::?THH 
DC80 ,:.s- 00 ADC #$00 
nc::::· :3[1 FD OF ::;TA DEPTHH 

['('::::~ 4C: 1!.A DC ._IMP l·!A!T 

!)C:38 48 IRC! PHA 
DC89 CE FF OF DEC COUNT 
DC3C FO Al) BEQ OUT 
DC8E AD 04 A4 LDA INFLAG 
DC·=>1 68 PLA 
DC92 110 RTI 

SAV!NG FORCE AND DEPTH 

0C'7·3 AD 01 AO STORE LDA PORTA 
DC':'16 ~·~ 1<'.l AND #$10 
DC'?:? FO oc BE(l HERE 
r•C?A AD FE OF LDA DEPTHL 
DC?D ::m FO oi= STA ~31JRLO 
DC.~O rm Fr• (•C' LDA DEf'T'-IH 
DCA~: :3[1 Fl OF ST.~ :::;URHI 

DC?-'~. :::~::· HERE :::EC 
[l(:~f7 AD FE OF LDA DEPTHL 
r1C/~A ~D FO OF sec DCOMPL 
DCi~D AD J'."D OF LDA r1EPTHH 
DC80 r:'.D !="9 OF SBC DCOMPH 
DCB·? ~/(l ·~,~~ BCC RETURl\' 
r:11:B5 AD F!:: OF LOA DEPTHL 
f!CB8 '"'D O! OE :;TA r•LOW, x 
(11:·BB AD I:°[! OF LD:~ DEPTHH 
r•c:PE "''D 00 OE ~:TA DH!GI-!, x 
!)CC 1 :?A TXA 
D1::c:::: DO oc· BM~ Tf-l!:RE 
DC(:•t AD !) l OE !...!)!'4 DLt:•\·J 
ti·::Ci :::rr F~' OF :?:Ti'.' !:'COMPL 
[ 1(Cn A[I (\(l '='~ L~,1~ DHIGH 
f.11:·:~!:"! ::!!) C'::· ('~ ';:TP: !:'C1:1t"'!!='H 

r::1::D(1 1? TH=:R~ ~·Le 

:ii:-:·.! ?'.!:· F":1 OF L..I:'A !::11::i:1!"!F-'!.... 
!:~1::::14 ~.D '.="7 OF AD!: D!!'ICL1:• 

D1:-r!7 ~·!) F~} (lf" srA DCC1!"i:·:.._ 
::i·:·r:1,r; AL' F'3 or= LDA (1CO~PH 

DC!:1!:' ,_:,[' F~ OF' ADC ['!!'!CH I 
n1::~:) 8D r:;=: r)!"!' :3T:~ DCC"'" PH 
rict:-::~ (.'.!:• c i:· ?'.(i :_[IA T2~L. 
!:1C~.·!i ~·:-, !=::= EC•R -~-tF'=' 

I:1C:E:·:· ·=1r:• f1·-:· (\'!::: ;::'A ~·:1c::c~L, x 
I)C~? .~~ r:v:-: r:.r:i LDr-. T2LH 
:11:·?:i:: ~·=' =-r r.1:1~: ·ii-~.~= 

:CL~AR SARRY FLAS 

:INCREMENT DEPTH BY 
:i=oR EACH PULSE ON °07 

:WAIT TILL TO T!M~S O~T 

: :3AVE ACCUMULATOR 

:HAS ONE TENTH SEC. PASSED~ 
: CLEAR 6::22 I MTERF:1_1F·T FLAG 
:RESTORE ACCUMULATOR 
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:RETURN TO COUNT PULSES ~GAIN 

ROUTINE 

:READ PORT A 
: I::: PA4;=!".'· 
: NO. THEN BRANC:-J TO HERE 
:·GET SOIL DEPT!-' LOl·J 
::::AVE :3(1IL '3URFACE ri=:?TH 
:GET SOIL DEF>TH HI •:'H 
:·3AVE :30!L :::URFAC':: H!''.:!-' 

:HAS D:-:'.PTH ~°'DV?\l\ICED 
:BY TflE DEPTH INC"<:E1"'E!'JT~· 

: NO. THEN CHEC~·: !:•EPTf-1 (q:.;('. ! t\I 

: YE·::. THEM RECORD DEPTH ·~!'![• !="OF:C' 
:SAVE DEPTIJ ('~! !"'l'.\C•E r:!E(\(\ 

: ''JHICH !S INCF:EMENTED BY x 

: !:3 X=ZERCO 
:NO. PR?',".f•::!-' TO TJ....:=:-P~ 

: v~i::. .~DD Tf-'':: :~'='.:F··-ry T(I "'!"t.J::" 

: C-(!~c-r ~·..,F: ! ~·Ji:.: r4~~·:!-l 

: I ~.11::~E~~~!T Tr . ..!e c!i::c:.-·r•. ~ 
: ')0L'-'~ ~ r1c•:1r-::=· > t:J'J ~[•!"JC 

~ t·"'-'ICH !'3 7'~·~~!'-J i_t:~:=::D 

: '.Cl :::!J~~.C:f'.::E '.Lo!~ [·.·~·"'!"'1_1(•:~ : •. 1 ! 'T~.I 

: F'.EP:L1 TI"'!::"' T.:-:L - ~-
: F!~.1r1 ~.l1J. (;t:' (:E.•:-"';·!::~C::~·JT'·: 

·::·.::-.\ }:: !....C'l-J := 1:1 C::'.1:: E. E·Y"T::: 
: c;,~~D T ~'1Et::: T2'--H 
: ~: "·!r~ N•:r~ 01" !:J~i::F'.~~~" !T·: 
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DC"'"O '?D 02 0E '3TA FORCEH,X : '3AVE HIGH FORC!:: BYT"::: 

[P::F'=°3 ES INX :INCPEMENT THE x F:ECi ! ·:::·TEr::: 
!:<C'-4 i=:~::: INX : FOi'? THE !'!EXT 
DCF5 E::: INX : FOF~CE ANP PEF'TH REC 1: 1R[1 

D1:-!="6 S8 INX 

ru:·r-7 AD 7B OE LDA DEND :HAS THE PRC1BE 
DCFA DO o~:~ BNE DOI.JN :COMPLETED ITS ·;Tf;'.O:·::-~ 

r'C~C f\D 1c· OE LDA FEND 
DC:F"' [1(1 o:::: BNE DOI-JN : v=:·::;. PETUF:N TO BA·:: re ~·Ri::c;~.·;"jNJ 

DDO 1 4C 4::;: DC .JMP RETURN : MO. GET NEXT [•EPTH AND r-!:J?( ':: 

D!:OC•t• 4C OE DD Doi.JN ·-'MF' BA3IC 

DD07 (:/?. PULL PLA :THRSE !RO I/ECTOR·::: 
['[•Oe (:.8 PLA :FROM THE ::::TAC!< ·:::o Tl-'E 
DD!)9 t.::: PLA : BA:; re VECTOR:; AF:E LEFT 
DIX,A 6.:::: PLA :RESTORE F· REG!ETER 
DDOB 4C 93 DC .JMP STORE :RETURN TO STORE DAT['.; 

DDC•E A9 40 BASIC LDA #$40 :DISABLE TIMER Tl 
DD10 8D OE AO STP1 IER 
[1[•1:::: 28 PLP 
DD1 l! c.o RTS :RE"'!"l_IRN TO BA':::IC PRC•CiRAM 

DD15 *-=$0040 
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CARRIAGE POSITION SUBROIJT!NE 

DDL!·G 0'.3 F'HI'" :SAVi::: p REGI:3TE::;: 
DD•l~ 78 SE! :DI3ABLE I NTERRU!"·T:; 
DD42 :~9 :::c LDA #<IRG!2 :t:;ET THE BYTES ')~ IF:02 
[•[lllll. ::m 04 A4 ·;TA INTERL :ANl:1 :;::TOR!: ""!'"H;:~:E !RO 
DD47 A·? DD LDA #)!RG!2 : !NTERRl.JPT \/ECTC1p·3 
0[14':-J 8[1 ()5 A4 ·;TA INTERH 
DD4C .l\9 .:.o LDA ff:$(:.Q :ACR TO Fr.:EE RU~IN:NG 

Dr1'lE ::m OB AO STA ACR :MODE 
DD'31 A9 Ct) LDA #$CO :ENABLE I NT'.::RRUF'T'.o: 
DD~3 8D OE AO STA IER 

DD56 A? 71 LDA #$71 ::3ET T1 FOR 50, 0:3:3 CYC!....=:·:: 
DD5::: 8t1 06 AO :;TA T1LL 
DD5B A9 14 LDA #$14 :ONE SECOND INTERVAL 
DD5D 8!) FF OF STA COUNT :COUNTER FOR PUL:3ES 
DD(:O A':'/ C3 LDA #•C3 
DD62 ::m 05 AO STA T1LH :START TIMER Ti 
DD65 A9 00 LOA #$00 
[l!)(:,7 ::::D FE OF STA DEPTHL : INITIAL! ZE DEPTl-I MEMORIE:: 
[1[16A 80 FD OF STA DEPTHH :TO USE UP TI!"!E 
DD6D 5:3 CLI :CLEAR INTERRIJPT FLA 1:; 

D%E 2C 01 AO STAY BIT PORTA :WAIT FOR PB.~ TO 
DD71 50 FB BVC ST~W : GO HICiH 
DD7'3 2C 01 AO :3TOP BIT PORTA : l-IAIT r-oR I"1" TO GO [_1:11 .. J 
DDn 70 FB BVS ::;TOP 

DLt7S 1 ::: cu: : CLE.AR CARRY FLAG 
.DD7""' AD FE OF LDA DEPTHL : Il''CREMENT CARRIAGE ~·1:r ·::I TI C'N 
DD?C 6'? 01 .~DC #$01 :COUNTER <DEPTHL AND ['•:::F'Tl-'H > 
DD7E 8D FE OF STA DEPTHL :FOR EACH Puu::E 
[![':'31 AD FD OF LDA DEPTH!-! :ON PA6 
D['Sll 6';-1 00 ADC #$00 
[1[1~3,;. :3D FD OF STA DEPTHH 
DD€";' 4C 6E DD ,_IMP STAY :Go f!:ND WA!T FOF: NEXT PUt-·:E 

oriec 4::: !RQ2 PHA : :3A\IE 0 R~C-t!STE~ 
!'.l!'.18[1 CE FF 01=' DEC COUNT :DECREMSNT CCllJNTEF: 
DD'~") F"<) 05 BEQ PO!'!T :BRANCH ! r- T!"!E 1)t1T 
r'!)·::-,:: 0D ('L! A'! LDP: !NFLP:JJ :CLE~R C.522 I 'lTERR•_!PT t:'"~:)1=~ 

DD'?'1'3 c.:::: !"•1_,~ 

DD~'.1:· l'O F:TI :RETURN F'CC.:O!"! I M"!"ERRl_lf"•T 

!)f.''?7 .;:.:-;· <=•1J!!'IT C•f-~ ~ R=:Mc1~/~ :~CC. :'.\N[• !F'.!~! i./~·.:-:i::~··: 

[•[l•O•:: 68 P' /'\ 
. J..-~ :Ft:;:OM THE ·:;·T;.""';':"!< 

~1r1·~,q ,:. ·=· 0!._:C\ 
[1[1•;1t::; e::: F'LA 
nri·~'B ·"'.'·-=· C:•! . .-F' : R'O:'O:TC1RE i:· F·~i:;: ! ·;-·'.~c:~ 
r.:1n·:-1c A~ 41) 1_DA #$40 ~ 'C1: '3:~8LS: TL r4 !E~r:' 
D!:""E: ::n:i OE AC1 ~;T;; !!::F: : rn !!::t;:? 1:·~~0F~'.: ! f:!"i'.:-
nr:1 .~1 .~,() ~T~::: : R~Tl_lr.:M TO BA3IC r=·~:ci:~~.c.tvt 

('!:!~1:2 ~=$r1 e-oo 



DF':'O A'~I 40 
DF02 8D OE r-,o 
!)r-='05 A9 B•"· -·-· 
Dl="07 €'[• f)(l ri:::: 
Df="OA 10i'? 00 
[l!=(it:: :::IJ .-:or=: ..... -· A4 
Dr-OF A'?I 54 
[1~1! 8D 1-:· A4 
D!"l4 20 1D F2 
nr-17 A9 47 
Di:"!·:::. A2 04 

DFlB 9[1 2E A4 
DFlE CA 
DFlF 10 i:."A ,H 

Di-21 20 6F E5 
DF211 A2 00 

DF2~· BD 00 or::.: 
DF29 20 eB Fl 
DF2C E:3 
DF2D EO ·::o 
DF2F DO ,....,, 

·I _1 

DF31 AD F! OF 
DF34 20 88 F1 
DF37 Ari FO OF 
D""3A 20 :3B Fl 

D!='::'.!D AD FD OF 
[1!"'40 2') :38 Fl 
DF4:'.:' AD FE OF 
C•F46 20 88 Fl 

!)F ~ ~·· :20 1 :!. ~"' c:..• 

r•F.:tC: AO AC 
~11=4~ :3[! 00 A::: 
r::~:; 1 60 

oc:-0:::2 

rr-~.ci I'·"" i::-r-

ri~~2 t:.:?1 0(' 
~lr-'.~4 ·~IJ r)O ~)~ 

DF.C:7 E°(I ~)(l 

Dr:':"-'~' ~o i)4 

DFAB ,.,., 
_.;-J 

D~:~C 4C ,.. . .., _...,_ !::!= 
[""AF .-:.f) 

!:'F°B') 
~RF:C1!=:::;~ 
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DUMP!~~ TO TAPE SUBROUTINE 

LOOP! 

LOOP2 

SACf··: 

~Ol•.1 

000f) 

LD~ #~40 

::;Tf-: IER 
LtiA #$P•:· 
STA DF:B 
LDA #$(\(l 

~:TA TAPC''-'T 
L[•A #$54 
:STA OUTFL•:; 
J:SR TA0'3ET 
LDA #$47 
LOX #$04 

STA FILE, x 
DEX 
BPL LOOP! 
.JSR DUMPTA 
u:ix ti$00 

LDA DHIGH,X 
,_r:;:;R TO BYTE 
INX 
CPX #$!::0 
BNE LOOP2 
LDA SIJRHI 
JSR TO BYTE 
LDA SUR LO 
,J!?R TOBY TE 

LDA DE~THH 
.JSR TOBY TE 
LDA DEPTHL 
.JSF: TOBYTE 

.JSR DU12 

l_(•A #$AC 
STA DRB 
S:TS 

*=$DFAO 

L;DX 
L!:~Pt 

#<f i::-r
:ti-;$(10 

'3TA DH!GHT ~~ 
CPX ~~·•)(1 

:SE9 !_.CiW 
DEX 
._IMF' Br~C~< 

"-'.T::: 
.::'.MD 

: DISAPL:::: I N'.~F'.F:t_1 c:·7~; 

: CC1 ~,!T~'.OL·::· ..,..r-1F·~ 

: A~::-·:: I! CODE FOR IJTll 

: :::Er::: UP ';1.IDIO H;PE (H_IT!=•t_J: 

: ASC! I FOP II i:~ II 

:FILE NAME CTCi(iC;(; 

:FIVE c;···s 
:OPENS FILE FC:R OUTPUT 

:LOAD 1-fEX OATA ~~~i:'M 

:PAGE C•EOO 
:TOBYTE DUMP'.S ACCUMULATOR 1:11'1 T~C 

:HRS Ac.L DATA BEEN :ST•::t":ED ~· 
:NO. GO B:~CK Tf-IEN 
: YES. OUTPl_IT ::0-0!L :;::UPFACE 
:HIGH AND LOW BYTE'3 TO TA:L::·;: 

:H!CiH BYTE o~ 1::APRIAOE F·;:p~; ! "".:!cu 
:ro Tl.\F'!'.O 
: L':•w BVTE (!i:." CAF.'P ! {'~ 1:1E Fer-:: IT I C~· 1 ...... .. - TAF'E 

~F!LLS REST OF E'L 1:ic~:::·:; 1•JITH 7.~h,·!~i 

: '3TOP'3 TA~E R'ECORDER 

iRET1JRN TC! Pr1~:::ri:-



APPENDIX B 

AIM 65 TO TEKTRONIX DATA 

TRANSFER PROGRAM 
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!00 REM********************************************.*********** 
t 1') r;'.~~ iHI·~: pr:;'.OiJRAM TR~N:?i--"~R!=: ~~ ~ROGF~AM TO AN AIM .. ;_5 './IA PC1~T 4(\ 
120 REM AND THEN "TELLS" THE QIM TO EXECUTE THIS PROGRP~. TH~ 

!?n PEIYI :4IM 6': TH!:::M TURN!3 ON A 1::;,:::;3:-:--rr:: TAP::'. !:•ECK AND !i:EADS ,:) ?i...OO:: 
! ll(1 ~:~~ CtF DAT1~' ~IJHEN T~E P.L 1:1 c~~: !-=: T~:P:N'.3FEF-:E!): :~=: T~:]:~T~ON I c::· 11 TELL'.? II 

1 50 ~:~M THE A IM T1:1 ·==El'!D Tl~E DATA. 
19(1 R~M *41-***~*************~*******~****·~* *~:;t..*~*****~·::s-'*~*~****~*"*" 
1 ·:;. l '1'.EM SET UP L! NE PR INTC:R 
~ ·?~:: ~·~: ! ~!T @£:. ~- .. 11 : 1 
~ ·?·~: :::~~ 

210 REM ********************************************************* 
22 1) r.:; "::M 71 COIJMT:3 ~CJl.·J MA~W TI ME:'.3 THROUGH 

2~~ REM ********************************************************* 
240 '.!=O 
4!0 REM *********~****************************************** 
4::'.0 S:EM FILE 2 HAS THE MACHINE._ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
4:'.::0 REM **************************************************** 
440 FIND 2 
450 REM ********************************************************* 
460 REM CHR< 127> !!::: RUBOUT. THI:3 !3EQUEMCE :3!:::T'3 BAUD RATE 
470 REM ******************************************************** 
500 CALL "RATE'', 1200,2,2 
5~0 PRINT 
600 PRINT " 
:~ioo INPUT l-J$ 

f-:IT ~RESET·' ON AIM AN!) THEN ·'RETURN·' ON TEKTRONlCS" 

•;100 W$=CHR \ 1 '.::7 l 
1000 PRINT @AO:W$ 
1010 REM **********************************************•********** 
1020 S:EM THE FOLLO(.JING SECTION :3ET:3 UP THE AIM FOR INPUT AT •)200 
1030 REM ****************************************************.,."*** 
.l040 REM 
!10') CALL "l.JAIT",0.5 
1200 PRINT @40:"*" 
1300 CALL "WAIT",0.2 
1400 ~EAD @33:W$ 
1500 ~OR !=1 TO LE~IW$1 
!600 B'~S~G!W$,I,1l 
1700 PRINT @40:8$ 
!800 CALL "WAIT",0.2 
: ·;1(") ~·i:::x T ! 
::oO•) f·::$=CHF' ( 1 ·3) 
2!00 PR!NT @~O:K$ 
2200 CALL "WA!T'',0.5 
-".:300 i::·r=:INT @40: "I" 
2~00 CAL~ ''WA!T'',0.5 
2~~0 REM ******•••*************~***~*•~************~*4~*~**•******* 
'.>~:::o s·=:M NO\.J ;:;:EP1D A LINE AT A TIME F!'.;'.OIYI THE TEKTROMIC:::: T,C·,i::·s r~ND 

2a20 RE~ TRANSFER IT TQ THE AIM 65. KEEP IN MIND A S!NGLE INSTPUCT!O~ 
~!K~. 3EC, DOES NOT N~ED A CARRIAGE RETU~NIK•>. 

:~~0 P~M •~~~*¥*~*~********6***~**************~********~~~*3~~**~~* 
:~00 ?~AD @2J:W$ 
::~00 ON EO~ (Ql THEN 3700 
~7 1~1) =oR !~t TO LE~<~,$) 

::~oo B~~SEGIW$-~.1) 

::000 r~ !~4 -rw=:N 3100 
:;•(")0 i::•p ~NT @4(1: 9$ 
·;':t..(u) 1::;.:;,LL 11 l.JA!"'!"' 1'.0.::: 
·:·:r:'(' "'::XT I 
-~··~·()(> '.<'~:::('!-!;"~.'. ( : ::;: ) 

?COO !~ LEN(W$'~3 T~~N 2a0~ 

~~00 P~I~!~ ~40:V~ 
·~-,:=_,(i(l 1:~c1 T1:~ :::.tt3)f:I 

·:·-,~'(1 !'-1~ .o:1:···~R ~ :7 ~ 
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·-::•:-, .. ~\~·i F'f:'. ! !'-.IT " 
·-:: .. ::-1·'"'.•r·, ~·!!:~ 

DOWNLOADING COMPLETE" 

·?~?1) PE~ *~~~*~**~*~~3******~~**************•******~•***~*~********* 
':?'.""l!- 1:' :?EM MO\.I T!ZLL T~E AIM TO EXECUTE THE r:·ROGRAM ._11_1•3T TR1'4NSFE:RED 
3950 REM ************************************************************* 

?065 DIM D1133.14l.~133,!41 
":? •-:1 ·~· ":~ ~: .. = ('i 
.???o ~o~· ~1~1 10 12 
3.(11:'0 ~::ALL 11 l..JATT 1', (J. :3 
410(~ PR!tJT @40:''*'' 
.. i.:::<:•O CALL "l~AIT",0.4 
4300 ~OR I=! TO 4 
~.400 K$-="0200" 
4500 M$=SEG!KS,!,1) 
4600 PRINT @40:M$ 
4700 CALL "l.JAIT",0.2 
4'300 NEXT I 
4(0'00 K$=Cf-JR ( 1 :::;: l 
5000 PRINT @40:K$ 
5!00 CALL "WAIT",0.4 
5200 1"='RINT @40: 11 G" 
5300 CALL "t~A!T", 0. 4 
5400 IF T1~0 THEN 5800 
'.:500 S:OR I NT '' 

5600 ~R!NT ''-----~-
5610 F:E"'! 

RE\.JIND THE TAPE AND DEPRE:3S THE PLAY BUTTOtJ." 
HIT ·'RETURN' TO CONTINUE." 

56?0 REM ************************************************************ 
5630 REM l.JAIT FOR :3IGNAL FROM AIM INDICATING BLOO: HAS BEEN LOADED 

5640 REM ************************************************************ 
3700 INPUT .J$ 
5800 PRINT @40:KS 
5r.roo ! $,.,CHR ( 1 (l) 
6000 PS=CHR(1271 
61 1)0 !$=I<j;~,F'$ 

6200 INPUT @40:Y$ 
(::?.OO Ir= '($•!$ TUEN 6500 
6il00 C:O TO 620(• 
,;,5('11) ~~M 

6510 R~~ *********************•********************************** 
,:0:02') REM 'J:3E THE ·"M·" COMMAND ON THE AIM T!J TRAN::::F!:::'R CONTENTS JJF 
653(• REM MEMORY. AFTER PRil\!T!NG ONE .. ·!"'·', THEN PRINT :3PACE<::(S$). 
:S54•) '."~M D'$ I:3 TJ-JE •::HARACTER STRING THAT HOLDS THE CHARACTEF'. 
(:.550 RS!" ":::E!''T U!"'C1N A -'W COMMAND. Hit AND 0$ ARE :SE"G!"'SJ\!T':: or: TH!'.3 
·'.:.'5~··) ~EM 0:~1,~!":AGTER ::;;TRING t.JHICH CONTAI!'I THE HEX DATA. '3INCE THE ::;;T<;!NCi 
6570 PEM SENT BY THE AIM IMMEDIATELY AFTEF: THE 'M' COMMAN~ !S UNIQUE, 
·::.::::;: 1) :;:EM ::;?S:CIAL PRC'VI:3!1JN YA'.3 BEE~·! Mr4DE. 
6620 °EM **************************-~****************.******•********** 
t:.t;.30 '.-='.~!"°! 
,'.: .~- .·~•:I :=:SJ~ 

-~· ·~ ·~:>:· ~'.':~¥! 
~' 7 r:_i(· ~=:_M 

:;.':-1r:u:: T! ":;:T:+! 
71.:H) :~-~-=CHr~ ( ·~'.:2) 
7?00 CC:.L~ "! .• J~IT", 0-. 1. 

~.1.r1(.1 ~·!='.:!!'-'T ·?-L'.-0~ "~..t" 

..,.-:-on ':·:~L'- 11 t ... JA!T 11 ' :). :? 
7-:.··~'0 C:·~: ~ ;-..r: ~!J.i:l: "(\ 11 

~-:-'•:<: i:-.~L'._ '''.·J:~I'T"u ~ 0. ::: 
-:--~-:~,,:, ~t--~(·~~r,· ( 1 ::- : 
~a~r, ~O!~IT ~4•):~~ 
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8300 HS~SEGCDS,7,2> 
2400 Qf=SEG!D$,4,2l 
:::,::on H$=C!$~+'" 

8600 GOSUB 246~) 
:::700 D1 ( 1, N>=D 
:3?C)O H$=SEG!DS,13,~) 
8900QS=SEG<D$,10,2' 
·~1(H)O H$=C1$&H$ 
9 ! 1)0 1:i:i:=:UB .:;:4 ~0') 
'?':r)1) c:- ( 1 ~ I\~) ~r1 

03C10 RE~~~****FINISH D~PTY ~ND ~ORCE **~*~~*~***~***4**~**~*~~~*~~~4*~ 
?400 ~OR. ~1=2 TO 32 
•:."!5()1) CALL 11 ':.!..la it 11 ., (l . 2 
;1.soo PR I MT @40: ·;i 
9700 INPUT @40:DS 
9300 HS•SEG(DS.14,21 
9?00 QS•SEGCD$,11,2> 
10000 H$=G!$~H$ 
10100 GOSUB 34600 
102!)0 DtC .• !,N>=D 
10300 H!f.=SE('1 ( DS, 20, 2 l 
! 0400 C'$=SECH D$, 1 7, 2 l 
! 0500 H$=rJt-Mi$ 
10600 GOSU9 34600 
10700 F C ._i, N >=D 
10:300 Nl'.:XT .J 
10810 REM•*•*****•*GET SURFACE DEPTH AND POSITION !N PROFILE *******~* 
!0900 CALL "WAIT",0.3 
10910 PRINT @40:S!f.. 
~0?20 INPUT @40:D$ 
.'. O?:'.::O HS=::;EG ( DS, 1 4, 2 > 
! 0940 G!$=SSG < DS, 11 , 2) 
~ 0'~'45 Ht·=H$~,C!$ 
1 O·,,';.!) GOSf.18 34601) 
10Q~Q D!<33,Nl=D 
1 !)•:'/70 H$:•3EG ( D~ 20, :2) 
!OO~O Q$=SEGCDt,17,2) 
! o•:)9Q H$=H$~,(!$ 
11 000 C'OSUB 34600 
1 i•:itO !='(33, Nl=D 
:;'.()'~!(>() C.OiLL II F::ATE II 1 1 :200 '.' 2 J 2 
30910 NEXT M 
·::·o·~,:::·: v,,,v +' 
30Q83 !F K>1 THEN 30988 
·:·0-=1:?':' e-1Nr1 6 
3!)98:3 ~!~ BC33,14> 
-~~0~·;-10 ~~";o 

?1000 ~0R ~=1 TO 33 
810!0 FQ~ !=! TO ·~ 
·:: ! o:::r') B ( ·-', :. ) :-:~ 
::· ~. \:1ar:i !:~ ( .* 1 :: I+: ~ ~. ( p ( .. ) ; ! ) -=- .. : , ! ·) i ~-.:.: ~ ·::-11: . ..,. 
::~ ! (.1:(, i.._1~ >: T : 
·~· 1 r~1,,;,c1 f.f!·:::~·~<~>:' 

·;· ! •)7i:~ NEX~ _1 

~!0go ~~!~!~ ~?~=P 
?tos: :~ ~··~~ ~~~~t·t 3!ooo 
-~! ! i):::': ;:~(I T(1 3~.'°7<:l 

·~· 11)·r11:: s:·:1'=' 
·?~00!) REM **~~***~~~**~~.*~~~~~*4~~~~**~~~~~~~~3~~~~*~~**~~~~4~~*~~ ·:·<! ~:. 0(· ~::f!~-1 ·:·1JE·:::1:11_:..,.. ~ '""!E ";"!,.,11:1 1:'01'·~ 1' ,~~T 1: ,UA~'.~C.,.E:-~ ·;·Tr;'. I NC LJJ..~ ! 1: :~~ :::·=.:~·r::·~·;·EJ··=~·=· 
n:00 RE~ A a r:0IT UEX NU~PEP(U~; TO A V~P!AP~~ c~~~~D r. 
1.l.';:'(") ~·r:'vf ~-l(;"T"~ l~f .. 1 q.:F) !::;::,!' .. J~,11::; > 4 ~ !:' 1:·.:4~.l~··lOT ~-. . ;::.:: ;.·~ 
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34500 ~~M*************•******* HEX rH•> TO DECIMAL <D> **********•6 **** 
·;:L? 600 (:$:II tJ 

?4~00 !~ LE~!H-))4 THEN 36800 
?4:::01) !)-:::f) 
?L'l'~l('1) !:t:::(' 

?5COO FO~ I=~ TO ! STEP -! 
35104) I'=SEGCH•,I,1> 
'?.S:?()O C$=·:$~-~ ! $ 

:::5:300 l\!EX7 I 
35~00 ~op I=! TO a 
?5500 e$=SEGCC$, :,.!) 
?5~.oo x=-,:;'.:'.:c ( p¢ 1 
25700 !~ Xr)48 AND X<=57 THEN 36300 
35800 ri= X=>65 AND X<:-=70 THEN :36100 
35900 PRINT "SRF:OR-ENCt)l_INTERED ILLEGAL HEXIDE•::IMAL. DIGIT" 
81'.:,000 RETURN 
'.::6100 X=X-55 
:::6200 GO TO 36•'!-00 . 
36300 X=X-48 
36400 M=X•16A(!-l) 
:31.:.500 D=D+M 
:3(:.6(H) NEXT I 
:36700 RETURN 
::::.:.:::oo P"':INT "ERRDR-EXCEEDE!) NUMERICf'1L LIMIT" 
'.::6900 RETURN 
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LD1~ 

~~:TA 

LDI~: 

:3TA 
LDi~ 
:=.;TA 
.. J-:;;p 
!J'A 
:::T~~ 

~.:;TA 

'.:::TA 
:3TA 
:::TA 
.JSR 
LDX 
.. J3R 
::;TA 
INX 
CPX 
BNE 
.J~:;f;: 

LD1~ 
STA 
._IMP 

i~::::oo 

*~00 
1~ 1~:;'.4 

~~54 

;~41 :2 
EDE~ 

#47 
~~14:C:E 

Pi42F 
Al.l-30 
f.'~4:31 

A.l.!32 
E~32F 

#00 
ED3B 
oo, x 

•1-t8C 
022::: 
E:O:FE 
#r~C 

A800 
E: 1 '.?2 
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APPENDIX C 

TEKTRONIX TO SAS DATA 

TRANSFER PROGRAM 
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•'.:"i(; ;::E:M *~~-!:$-~ TH!S ~·~(tCif;'.AM '.=·~t-..n::i:=: r11~T,!':! r:'~OM {::, ~IL[ TO A ·:::,t.;i.: [!~Tr:: '?~T~*-"-'~

•:)-":·· ~~EM 

·=-ii:: c;~=:~ GE'"!" :~~~ F ! !.....E 
!O':• l""IMD '3 
! ~r:~ D!~ C( :~:::~~ 11J) 
~ :::.:':~ !:II~ 9 C?:3, t 4 > 
1 :::o ! Nf'.•1_1: 0.·:;!:~!: B 
: --1<) ! Nr=·1_1r t~33 ! C 
1sr1 FO~ !=1 TC 81 
!60 ~OR J=! TO 14 
1".°10 CALL_ 11 t~JA!T 0 ,::.: .. r:-

! '? 1) NE X'. .... 1 

200 N!:::XT ! 
2!0 FOR I=l TO 31 
220 CALL "WAIT",2 
2?0 P~!NT @40:C<!,1) 
240 FOR J=l4 TO 2 STEP -1 
250 CALL 1'WAIT'',2.5 
260 PRT~T @40:C(I,Jl 
::7.0 NEXT ... 1 

2::;:0 NEXT I 
2·5,~) P!::M 

300 REM ***** SAVE THE DATA-SET ****** 
~: 1 •:• R ':::!'I 
·~::-:O ~:~"'CHR ( 1:3) 
3:?0 ·::4*=C~F~ ( 8:3) 
240 CALL "~A!T",2 

?'50 PR!t·'T @40: A$ 
360 CALL "WAIT",1 
:::~7') ?~!MT @4f): S$ 
:;:::=:o PRINT @40:A$ 
?90 CALL "WA!T",Q 
•'·00 !::ND 
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APPENDIX D 

LOAD CELL SPECIFICATIONS 
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75 

SPECIFICATIONS 

PERFORMANCE 
f1;1it'd 01111n11(ll0.)-milhvolts por volt. ................. . 
C.1ltl.l1;111rm /\CC!lracv-% R.O.. . . ............... , ... . 
Nonlinc&lrity-~'O R.O .................................. . 
Hysteresis-% A.O. . ................................ . 
Repeawb1htv.-% R.O. . .......................... . 
Creep-% R.O. . .................. . 

ELECTRICAL 
Excitation. recommended .............................. . 

maximum .........•...........•........•... 
Zero balance-% R.O .................................. . 
Terminal resistance. input-ohms. 

output-ohms ....................... . 
Electr1cal connecuon ................................. . 
Number of brioges ................................... . 
Insulation resistance-bridge to ground ................... . 

shield to ground ..........•......... 

TEMPERATURE 
Temperature rnnge. compensa1ed ........................ . 

S(lfe. . ............. , ... , . , , • , • , ... . 
Temperntura effect on rated output. ..................... . 
Tempern!urc effect on zero balance. 

ADVERSE LOAD RATING 
Sii~e V\'t!liCi<lu - ~ · r.Jif'U CCIPuClt'-, 

'dlt1m,11e ovcrl0.1G- · :,11eo cap~c1tv. 
Maximum s1oe loaa w1tnout damage-% rated capacity .... 
Maximum bending moment without damage-% in mch-pounds. 
Maximum torque load without damage-% rated capacity 

in mch·pounds .................. . 

DOUBlE·BRtDGE SPECIFICATIONS 

Same as tor above types except: 
Electrical connection. . . .......................... . 
Number of bndges. . . .......................... . 

01-d~ .c~ 

PR[CISICJN 
TJP1. CJ Pl 

3 
01(J 

0.05 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 

12 volts. AC or DC 
20 volts. AC or DC 

::t:1% 
350 = 3.5 
350"' 5.0 
10 ft. cable 

one 
5000 megohms 
2000 megohms 

+15.F to +115.F 
-30.F 10 +175"F 
0.0008% load! ·F 
0.0015% R.O .. '"F 

15'0 
300 

·10 

25 

1C 

T3P28. CJPZB 

Bendix connectors 
tWO 

GENEnAl PURPOSE 
UJGl 

3 
0.25 
0.10 
0 02 
0.02 
O.D3 

1 2 volts. AC or DC 
20 volts. AC or DC 

=1% 
350 = 3.5 
350 = 5.0 
10 ft. cab1e 

one 
5000 megohms 
2000 megonms 

+15.F to ..:...175"F 
-3o·F to -'-175.F 
0.005% load/"F 
0.0025% R.o,.· •F 

1 SC 
30C• 

10 
25 

1C 
--i 

UJGi 

i 0 ft cables 

_J twc. 

- "i /-":/..,.:.. -fATALOG NUMBERS AND MECHANICAL DATA 

I U3G1 
-.,-nP1 Capacity 

Lbs. I Cat. No. /cat. No. 

500 (206159 j 
1.000 I 205150 
2.000 I 206161 

I 
3.000 I 206162 

! 5.000 I 206194 
~0.000 I 206195 

' 

BEN DIX PC02C-12-1 OP 

input-8 K -
DH

Output-i: J .,. 
Ai=·-

206166 
206167 
206168 
206169 
202201 
206202 

C. G No Connection 
N OiE · Mtnui~ nalf end 0011 Cl!ID •UP· 
c;hetl witn aoove tuectric.11 corm1ctor1. 

I 
I 
I 

CJ Pt I U3G2 .I TJP2B I C3P2B 
C•l. No. _cat. NoN C•t. No. Cat. No. 

206173 !...:.~0779~ 206306 206313 
206174 I 0779 · 206307 2C6314 
206175 207799 I 206308 206315 
20617.6 I 207800 I 206309 206316 
206208 I 207so3 I 206362 206369 
206209 206363 206370 . 207804 i ' 

ELECTRICAL TERMINATION 

CABLE COLOR CODE 

INPUT 

Black (-) 
Green(+) 

OUTPUT 

Red (-) 
White(+) 

SHIELD 

Yellow 

! 
I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 

i, 

Wt. . , Otlle· Nat. h1q. Ell. Wt . 
lb". "' _J_ __ ~+ CPS lbs. 

,; 
0 
6 
6 

10 
10 

' 'r' 
\ 

v, I 

006 

I .005 
.005 ! 

i 007 
' 0Ub \ 

! 

--------·, ~5G 
1800 
2600 
.'!6CC .56 
.:200 50 

' 3400 ' 70 _ _.__ _________ .._ __ _ 
iJOTE 

1. SYMMc':'iil(A~ CIRCUIT Tne (O· 

put c1cc •. 11t r~s1stan.::e is :-;olrt suer. 
that the •.:!'s1stancl· octween eitner 
input iec1o. .. (Ind ~tther ouH.nJT leac 1s 

w1thm 1 75 on ms at 77 •F 

2. For re~1s.1on or Compression 1YDb 
iT or C). Calibr.H1on Acc~11r1~·.., 

ao,..,ncs 1n airoct1or. o: 3l"no,,.r..: 
z.:iuon oniy. 
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